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Letters to the Editor

Significance of low serum ferritin levels in the
elderly

Sir,
Fortuitously, the letter by Joosten et al.' describing the
receiver operating characteristic curve for serum ferritin
coincided with the publication of the study showing the
impact of ventilation/perfusion scanning on diagnostic
precision in pulmonary embolism.2 In the PIOPED study
the use of high probability lung scan as the decisive
diagnostic parameter yielded a specificity of 97% corres-
ponding to a sensitivity of 41%,3 the latter statistic
perhaps providing comfort for the perception prevailing
amongst 47% of Scottish consultants, that pulmonary
scintigraphy was of no value in the diagnosis of pul-
monary embolism.4 The sensitivity of98% which accom-
panied the use of the low probability scan was accom-
panied by a fall in specificity to 10%,3 exemplifying the
truism that all diagnostic cut-off levels are a trade-off
between sensitivity and specificity. For common, and
highly treatable, conditions such as iron deficiency and
pulmonary embolism, most clinicians are prepared to
maximize sensitivity at the expense of specificity,
especially if supportive circumstantial evidence can be
obtained from tests such as the haematological response
to iron supplements in the case of suspected
sideropaenia,5 and lower limb venography in suspected
thrombo-embolic disease.6 Sensitivity becomes subser-
vient to specificity, however, when maximum diagnostic
accuracy is a precondition for testing a hypothesis, hence
the use of a serum ferritin< 10 ng/ml as the diagnostic
parameter for iron deficiency in the study comparing
mean corpuscular volume and mean corpuscular
haemoglobin.7
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Prolonged fever and rigors in disseminated
tuberculosis

Sir,
We read with great interest the report by Harvey and
colleagues on rigors in tuberculosis.' We would like to
report a similar case whereby rigors along with fever were
also prominent presenting features but, unlike those cases
reported by Harvey, the response to anti-tuberculous
treatment was much slower.
A 30 year old Indian baker was admitted with fever,

chills and sweating of 18 days duration. He had cervical
lymphadenopathy and mild tender hepatomegaly with-
out jaundice. His temperature was 39-40C, intermittent
and associated with frequent rigors. Investigations
showed raised liver enzymes, but normal bilirubin,
albumin and prothrombin time. ESR was 93 mm in the
first hour and tuberculin test of 20 mm induration. Full
blood count, electrolytes, urea, urine examination and
chest X-ray were normal. Blood cultures, blood films for
malaria parasites and brucella antibodies were also
negative. Ultrasound showed mild hepatomegaly with a
normal gallbladder. Biopsies from lymph node and liver
were identical and revealed caseating granulomas with
numerous acid fast bacilli. Treatment with isoniazide,
rifampicin and pyrazinamide was commenced. Fever and
rigors responded slowly and only subsided completely
after 33 days of therapy. An excellent witness to the
effectiveness of therapy was a steady decline of the
alkaline phosphatase from an initial level of4- 5 times the
upper limit of normal.
We share the views of our colleagues' that the pos-

sibility of disseminated tuberculosis should be seriously
considered in the differential diagnosis of rigors partic-
ularly in areas where it is prevalent.
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Status epilepticus secondary to fluoxetine

Sir,
Fluoxetine, a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, has
been shown to be effective in the treatment ofdepression.'
Although it has been shown that fluoxetine does not
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